
The Elements and Principles of Design

Elements of Design are the tools we use as artists and the Principles are what we do with them



Elements 

• Line 

• Shape 

• Form 

• Value 

• Color 

• Space 

• Texture



Part One 
The elements of Design



Line

Structural, Outline, Contour, Gesture,  

Sketch, Implied, Line of sight, Horizontal,  

Diagonal, Vertical



Structural Lines are the lines that hold a design together. Structural lines come in a variety 
of types with different qualities and characteristics. They can be delicate and thin like a 
spider’s web or thick and bold like a row of telephone lines.

        Can you see where the 
structural lines are in 
this photograph?  

         
        Can you see how the 

use of these lines in 
this landscape painting 
add to the suggestion 
of perspective? How 
would this work 
appear without these 
lines? 

     



Outlines are the edges of an object. An object drawn in outline seems flat and 
is usually the same thickness. An outline shape suggests the outer line only



Contour Lines – describe the shape of an object, and include interior 
detail.

Contour drawing is a slow 
and intricate process 
which is meant to record 
detail rather than perfect 
form.



Gesture Lines – Gesture lines are lines that suggest movement and 
emphasize direction

Gesture drawing is meant to 
be fast and not as 
concerned with detail as 
contour drawing. Gesture 
drawing captures the 
essence of the object being 
drawn and is mostly used for 
a subject which is dynamic 
and moving.



Sketch lines are used to depict detail. Sketching is seen as an information 
gathering activity for a painting or design. Sketches usually have more detail 

than a contour or gesture drawing.



Implied Line – An implied line suggests that a line is present without it 
being drawn or incorporated into the artwork. The use of implied lines is 

often seen in perspective drawings.



Line of sight – A line of sight is established as an implied line between a figures focal 
point and an object. In this painting, there is a direct line of sight between the woman in 
the field and the house. This causes the viewer to follow the subjects gaze to turn their 
attention to the house as the focal point.



Horizontal Lines  - ocean, horizon, 
calm, resting, balance.

Note that these photographs 
focus on the horizon, with 
added vertical lines for 
balance. The position of the 
vertical line is always off 
centered to the left.

http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://photoinf.com/General/KODAK/photoProgramCompBig33.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.xitek.com/forum/showthread.php?threadid=291927&h=287&w=430&sz=15&hl=en&start=76&um=1&tbnid=o89B263FWpIUQM:&tbnh=84&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=horizon+lines&start=72&ndsp=18&svnum=10&um=1&hl=en&sa=N


Vertical Lines – Height, stability, 
dignity, structure.



Diagonal Lines – movement, dynamic, 
energy, action.



Shape and Form

shape, form, geometric, organic, static, dynamic, 

curved, angular, positive, negative.



Shape and Form

• A shape is two 
dimensional, it has 
height and width but 
has no depth. We can 
easily identify the 
shape of most objects 
without having extra 
visual information.

• A form is a three 
dimensional object. It 
has three dimensions -  
height, width and 
depth. Forms usually 
have weight and 
solidity. Sometimes 
they have a 
continuous surface 
like a ball or many 
surfaces like a box.



Which is which?



A geometric shape/form is sharp, perfect in its dimensions and precise. 
Geometric shapes are usually man – made and have predominantly straight 

lines. Some natural objects can be geometric, such as an orange or honey comb.

http://au.wrs.yahoo.com/_ylt=AmwB_2xKCBd4ScL4eQFl8OgN5gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBqYmk3ZDF2BHBvcwM1NwRzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1glp217bu/**http://au.images.search.yahoo.com/search/images/view?back=http%3A%2F%2Fau.images.search.yahoo.com%2Fsearch%2Fimages%3Fp%3Dgeometric%26ei%3DUTF-8%26imgsz%3Dlarge%26fr%3Dyfp-t-501-s%253Fp%253Dlightbulbs%26b%3D41&w=800&h=563&imgurl=k53.pbase.com%2Fu41%2Fhotduck%2Flarge%2F39598430.geometric.jpg&rurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pbase.com%2Fimage%2F39598430&size=79.5kB&name=39598430.geometric.jpg&p=geometric&type=jpeg&no=57&tt=36,513&oid=4016808e7619d1d4&ei=UTF-8
http://au.wrs.yahoo.com/_ylt=Ap4zLfppktucxW7.P1M2YH8N5gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBqNmJ0Zzk0BHBvcwM3NgRzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1kl2mmnj9/**http://au.images.search.yahoo.com/search/images/view?back=http%253A%252F%252Fau.images.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dgeometric%2526ei%253DUTF-8%2526imgsz%253Dlarge%2526fr%253Dyfp-t-501-s%25253Fp%25253Dlightbulbs%2526b%253D61&w=500&h=500&imgurl=static.flickr.com%252F46%252F111078942_6db5603fa8_m.jpg&rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252Fmiyabin%252F111078942%252F&size=63.3kB&name=111078942_6db5603fa8.jpg&p=geometric&type=jpeg&no=76&tt=36,486&oid=2b7e2ef8a40528ea&fusr=miyabean&tit=The+geometric+sky&hurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252Fmiyabin%252F&ei=UTF-8&src=p


An organic shape/form has rounded and soft edges and is a free flowing. Most 
organic forms are derived from natural objects and occur in nature. 

http://au.wrs.yahoo.com/_ylt=AqG.Fqgbxp2TivGn3yYgESwN5gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBqdGFzdWxiBHBvcwMxNQRzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1kestel8j/**http://au.images.search.yahoo.com/search/images/view?back=http%253A%252F%252Fau.images.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dorganic%2526y%253DSearch%2526ei%253DUTF-8%2526fr%253Dyfp-t-501-s%25253Fp%25253Dlightbulbs%2526x%253Dwrt&w=500&h=500&imgurl=static.flickr.com%252F143%252F341632200_e450bfb184_m.jpg&rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252Feyecatcher%252F341632200%252F&size=179.1kB&name=341632200_e450bfb184.jpg&p=organic&type=jpeg&no=15&tt=2,002,929&oid=64659ec97bcd3ff6&fusr=eyecatcher&tit=Organic&hurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252Feyecatcher%252F&ei=UTF-8&src=p
http://au.wrs.yahoo.com/_ylt=AqYqSZgYH7.8ZlrW4Sxi7gYN5gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBqNzhwMWg1BHBvcwMzMARzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1kij6r391/**http://au.images.search.yahoo.com/search/images/view?back=http%253A%252F%252Fau.images.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dorganic%2526y%253DSearch%2526ei%253DUTF-8%2526fr%253Dyfp-t-501-s%25253Fp%25253Dlightbulbs%2526b%253D21&w=500&h=333&imgurl=static.flickr.com%252F222%252F512457572_a61fa8c5b3_m.jpg&rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252F60711877%2540N00%252F512457572%252F&size=80.1kB&name=512457572_a61fa8c5b3.jpg&p=organic&type=jpeg&no=30&tt=2,002,801&oid=0ad1e8f8e193f608&fusr=jto_&tit=organic&hurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252F60711877%2540N00%252F&ei=UTF-8&src=p
http://au.wrs.yahoo.com/_ylt=AkIfnrT3Nu4A20wg2vB83BsN5gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBqajcycGpzBHBvcwMyNwRzZWMDc3IEdnRpZAM-/SIG=1lgiekbnr/**http://au.images.search.yahoo.com/search/images/view?back=http%253A%252F%252Fau.images.search.yahoo.com%252Fsearch%252Fimages%253Fp%253Dorganic%252Bshape%2526y%253DSearch%2526ei%253DUTF-8%2526fr%253Dyfp-t-501-s%25253Fp%25253Dlightbulbs%2526b%253D21&w=500&h=333&imgurl=static.flickr.com%252F23%252F29920834_cb36d4fd98_m.jpg&rurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252F51035610542%2540N01%252F29920834%252F&size=54.9kB&name=29920834_cb36d4fd98.jpg&p=organic+shape&type=jpeg&no=27&tt=5,089&oid=2d0dd4d724256464&fusr=cszar&tit=Organic+Shape+II&hurl=http%253A%252F%252Fwww.flickr.com%252Fphotos%252F51035610542%2540N01%252F&ei=UTF-8&src=p


Shapes and forms can have curved and angular lines and be both organic or 
geometric



We react to some shapes because they are symbolic: they suggest or represent meaning. 
Symbolic shapes have an important role in communicating ideas in everyday life as well 
as art. Every culture has shapes to convey certain meanings. Shapes are often used to 

represent cultural or national identity.

http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www1.istockphoto.com/file_thumbview_approve/4364427/2/istockphoto_4364427_dove_symbol_of_peace_on_earth.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.istockphoto.com/file_closeup/object/4364427_dove_symbol_of_peace_on_earth.php?id=4364427&h=380&w=333&sz=29&hl=en&start=103&tbnid=ijxF6trGYCF0MM:&tbnh=123&tbnw=108&prev=/images?q=symbol&start=90&gbv=2&ndsp=18&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=N
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://orders.rubberstamps.net/images/Sorted%2520Clipart/hearts%2520and%2520love/heart%2520symbol.gif&imgrefurl=http://orders.rubberstamps.net/custom.aspx?id=35&h=297&w=288&sz=2&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=cZ9WmqeCRd3EWM:&tbnh=116&tbnw=112&prev=/images?q=heart+symbol&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/b/b9/225px-Ilovenewyork.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.answers.com/topic/i-love-new-york&h=317&w=224&sz=9&hl=en&start=7&tbnid=BqFRwMKC2QtN6M:&tbnh=118&tbnw=83&prev=/images?q=heart+symbol&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://z.about.com/d/graphicssoft/1/0/i/s/4/ChristianShapes-Stars.gif&imgrefurl=http://graphicssoft.about.com/od/photoshopdownloads/ss/christianshapes_4.htm&h=400&w=400&sz=11&hl=en&start=4&tbnid=WY89PphZFSrowM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=124&prev=/images?q=star+symbol&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www.peaceful-spirit.org/images/moon1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.peaceful-spirit.org/down.html&h=432&w=432&sz=10&hl=en&start=25&tbnid=es0pVcjuzspUvM:&tbnh=126&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=moon+symbol&start=18&gbv=2&ndsp=18&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=N
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://img62.imageshack.us/img62/8778/man6tz.jpg&imgrefurl=http://scalzi.com/whatever/003585.html&h=600&w=600&sz=16&hl=en&start=6&tbnid=Hlf8lZeAqsveiM:&tbnh=135&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=man+symbol&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en&sa=G


The indigenous people of Australia’s central and western desert have a long 
tradition of using symbolic shapes to communicate ideas since the late 

1970’s the symbolic language of Indigenous Australians has become more 
familiar to others as Aboriginal paintings have reached a wider audience. 



Shapes can also be dynamic or static. Dynamic shapes describe movement, 
activity while static shapes can appear still and composed

Dynamic Static



Value (tone)

Tone, contrast, High Key, Low Key, tint,  

shade, chiaroscuro, 



Tone refers to the lightness or darkness of a material or color. This Andy Warhol 
painting represents a strong tonal contrast because both extreme lightness and 

darkness are used



Strong tonal contrast can be used to create a dramatic effect.



A painting using mainly lighter colors is called a high key color scheme. A 
painting which uses mainly darker colors is called a low key color scheme. 

Evening, Pipestone Pass (1949)(below) is an example of what color scheme?



The use of low key colors creates a subtle, soft effect in this  
William Turner painting.



The tonal value of the color used in painting is controlled by the addition of black and 
white. White added to a color to lighten it is called a tint, black added to a color is called a 
shade. In this tint/shade color wheel the tints are visible towards the centre of the circle, 
the shades are around the outside and the original colors are the dots around the edge.



Chiaroscuro is an italian term for ‘light - dark’. It refers to the balance between 
light and shade, used to make forms look three dimensional. 



 Shading is used to replicate lightness and darkness and suggest that an object has 
form. Light can be replicated several different ways. Tone can be darkened in a 

painting by adding black. In a drawing, tone can be darkened by applying pressure 
to the pencil or changing to a darker medium.



Color

Color Wheel, primary, secondary, complimentary, analogous, 

monochromatic, cool, warm, intensity, spectrum,  

value, hue ,neutral.



A color wheel is a circle divided into at least six sections and containing the 
three primary and three secondary colors.

Primary 
Colors 

Red 
Blue 
Yellow 

Secondary 
Colors 

Purple 
Orange  
Green 

Made by 
mixing the 
primaries.



Complimentary colors are opposite each other on the color wheel. When used 
together within an artwork they make each other seem brighter and more dynamic. 
In Van Gogh’s painting ‘The Night Café’ the use of green and red next to each other 

creates a dynamic atmosphere.



Analogous colors are colors which are near each other on the color wheel. 
When used together they create a sense of harmony.

http://quilting.about.com/od/colorfabrics/ss/color_quilts_6.htm


A Monochromatic color scheme is when the artwork is made from one color 
altered using tints and shades only.



Colors are also considered to be cool and warm. The color wheel below shows the 
natural division of the color wheel, however this isn’t always accurate. Even though a blue 

may be considered a cool color, with the addition of red the blue may become a warm 
blue, or with the addition of green, become a cool blue.

Cool Blue

Warm

Cool red 

Warm red



There are three properties of color that can be 
defined and measured, they are;

Hue 
Is the name of colour itself, it refers to the position of the 

colour in the spectrum 

Value 
Value refers to the lightness or darkness of a colour. We 

change colour value by adding black or white (tint or 
shade) 

Intensity 
Refers to the brightness of a colour, we can change this by 

adding black, white or the complimentary colour.

blue



Black, White and Grey are called Neutral colors because they do not fit on the 
color wheel or in the color spectrum.

Black

grey

white



Space

positive space, negative space, picture plane, composition, 

linear perspective, atmospheric perspective,  

abstract, non-representational.



Space in Art refers to the three-dimensionality of sculpture and 
architecture. It also refers to the sense of depth in a two dimensional 

artwork.

Three dimensional space (real) Two dimensional space 
(illusion)



Positive space refers to the 3D object being viewed. Negative space refers to the 
space around the object. Positive and Negative space is only relevant for describing 

3D form, for 2D artworks, then positive and negative shape is appropriate.



The picture plane
• The picture plane refers to the surface on which the artist 

works, whether it be on paper, a canvas or a wall. 
• An artist may choose to create an illusion of depth by 

creating perspective, this draws the viewers eye “into” the 
artwork and beyond the picture plane.

http://www.jenniferyoung.com/southern-landscape-painting30.htm


Perspective is created by developing either atmospheric perspective or linear 
perspective. Atmospheric perspective is created by objects overlapping and getting 

smaller as they recede, colors fading and getting cooler into the distance. Linear 
perspective is created by the use of lines to create depth.

Atmospheric

Linear



Texture

Real texture, Implied Texture



Real Texture - when the texture can be 
felt and seen.



Implied texture – simulated or invented 
texture.



Part Two 
The Principles of Design



Principles

• Balance 

• Unity 

• Contrast 

• Emphasis 

• Pattern 

• Movement and Rhythm



Visual balance is a way that different elements of a composition relate 
to one another. The elements of art – line, shape, texture etc – work 

together to create balance within a composition.

The four most important types of balance are 

1.Symmetrical balance 
2.Approximate symmetry 
3.Asymmetrical balance 

4.Radial balance



Symmetrical Balance- When a design displays symmetrical balance it is exactly the 
same on both sides. If you drew a line through the centER of the design , one side 
would be the mirror image of the other. Symmetrical  balance is sometimes known 

as bilateral, two-sided, or a formal balance.



Asymmetrical balance (also called informal balance) is more complex than symmetrical 
balance. It often contrasts elements that at first glance may not seem to be balanced. For 
example, an artist may place a large shape on one side of a design and a group of smaller 

shapes on the other. Or, he or she may balance a small area of color with a large, dull 
one. In of these examples, the two sides will appear to have the same “visual weight.”



If the parts of a design turn around a central point, the design has a radial balance. 
Design based on radial balance are somewhat similar to those that use symmetrical 
balance: they are generally orderly and repetitious, and one side may be much like 

the other.



Unity (also called Harmony) is achieved when the elements of an artwork work 
together as a whole. There are many ways of achieving unity in a painting. These 
include repetition and creating dominance. In the work below unity is achieved 

through repetition of shapes.



Unity is also achieved when a balance is established between a 
dominant object or figure and a lesser object or figure (also called a 

subordinate)

• In this painting 
dominance is obtained 
by the two girls on the 
left of the painting. This 
is achieved through 
their size (larger than 
the rest) and the use of 
bright colors 
(complimentary red and 
green. However the 
unity is achieved 
through the addition of 
the teacher in the 
center of the room. 
Imagine the painting 
without his presence, 
and without the two 
girls.



The purpose of contrast is to create a statement, to entice the viewer 
and to create attention.



• Contrast through Line. In this 
Margaret Preston Print, the fine 
lines of the tree branches contrast 
with the heavy shadows on the 
road.

• Contemporary art is known for its 
use of contrasting materials. In 
this work by Fiona Hall, the use of 
recycled PVC, beads, wire and 
glass helps establish meaning.

http://www.roslynoxley9.com.au/artists/17/Fiona_Hall/92/38015/


• The contrast between the organic 
shape and size of the reclining 
figure and the geometric tiles work 
together in this Henri Matisse print.

• In this photograph of 
Spanish Architect Antoni 
Gaudi’s house, the 
contrast between the 
organic form of the walls 
of the building and the 
geometric, rigid panes of 
glass creates a unique 
architectural feature.



In this charcoal drawing, contrasting value 
helps to create an eerie setting, as well as focus 
the viewers eyes on the top of the staircase

In this Paul Gauguin painting, 
color contrast is established 
between the red hair of the subject 
and the cool green of the waves.



In this photograph of the Louvre in Paris, the architects of this new glass pyramid at 
the entrance have purposely established a contrast in time and style. This makes 

the visitors and viewers instantly recognize the visual differences between the 
architectural features of the past and the present.



Claus Oldenburg was one artist who used contrasting ideas in his work. By 
creating enormous sculptures of everyday, insignificant objects, Oldenburg has 

created a contrast in what the viewers expect and interpret art to be.



Emphasis is when one element is emphasized over another in an 
artwork. The emphasis can be on line, shape, texture etc



Pattern is the repetition of one or more elements. Patterns 
help create unity, add variety or create contrast

Pattern is used in Willie Cole’s 
‘Pressed Iron Bud’ and ‘Domestic IV’. 
The works are made from repeated 
prints and burns from a domestic iron.



Movement and Rhythm is achieved in four ways 

Visual rhythm  
Kinetic art  

Compositional movement 
Progressive rhythm 



Rhythm 
Similar to rhythm in music and dance, visual Rhythm is closely related to 

movement. It may be produced by repeating one of several units of a 
design, such as a triangle shape or the color green.

In this work by Margaret Preston, 
Visual Rhythm is achieved by the 
repetition of the color red and the 
shape of the petals. The use of 
these elements lead the eye 
around the painting.



Kinetic Art

• Certain works of art, such as motorized sculptures, actually move or 
change over time. Art that includes actively moving parts is called 
kinetic art. 

This work is made to act similarly 
as a wind chime, moving with the 
elements.



Compositional Movement
• Compositional movement is neither action nor a record of action. It 

is experienced by comparing the positions of stationary objects or 
spaces within a design. In two dimensional art, the act of purposely 
leading the viewer to look at a focal point is called compositional 
movement.

In this painting the use of 
line and contrasting red 
and green palette lead 
the viewers eye to the 
house on the horizon, 
creating a compositional 
movement.



Progressive Rhythm 
In art, visual rhythm, which is similar to pattern, may be produced by 

repeating one or more motifs in a recognizable or predictable order.


